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Executive Summary 

 
1. This report seeks to inform the Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

(‘Committee’) of the origin of the BeeNetwork project which is a Greater 
Manchester initiative to make active travel the number one method of 
travelling by making trips by foot or by cycling safe and pleasant.  
 
The report sets out the consultation undertaken so far for the Castleton Phase 
1 Scheme as part of the Mayor Challenge Fund (BeeNetwork) and also the 
project timeline from initial feasibility, programme entry status, to project 
development, consultation, further project development, local public 
meetings, future governance and potential dates for delivery. Further details 
about this project are included in section 4 of this report. 

 
Recommendation 

 
2. Officers recommend that the Committee notes the content and forms a view 

of this report and associated scheme, this will be relevant for future 
submission to Cabinet for a key decision to submit the Full Business Case to 
TfGM and progress the scheme to construction.  
 

 
Reason for Recommendation 

 



3. So that any comments from this Committee can be reviewed and included in 
the final report to Cabinet.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Key Points for Consideration 
 
4. This report has been produced as a briefing to Members of the committee in 
relation to a significant transformational scheme proposed in the local centre of 
Castleton as part of the BeeNetwork. 
 
Whilst no decision is required at this committee, officers from the Highways Service 
want to brief members. This will ensure a sufficient level of background detail is 
provided allowing Elected Members to make an informed decision at any future 
meeting.    
 
The report sets out the project timeline from initial feasibility, programme entry 
status, to project development, consultation, further project development, local public 
meetings, future governance and potential dates for delivery.  
 
4.1 Introduction to the BeeNetwork 
 
Greater Manchester is committed to delivering high quality infrastructure for cycling 
and walking. In particular, Greater Manchester Authorities are developing the Bee 
Network to connect every community in Greater Manchester via a network of high 
quality cycling and walking routes known as ‘Beeways’. 
 
Greater Manchester has set itself ambitious targets in the 2040 Transport Strategy to 
increase sustainable journeys by 50%, enabled by the delivery of this investment 
plan as part of ‘Our Network’. Alongside improvements in public transport, this will 
create an additional 1 million more sustainable journeys every day, the majority of 
which will be made by walking and cycling. The economic benefit of these new trips 
– largely through improvements in health – is forecast to be £6 billion.  
 
Market research shows that a significant proportion of Greater Manchester residents 
would use their cars less if the alternatives were more attractive. This means 
providing a safe and comfortable experience for walking and cycling through the 
provision of a network that is built to the highest standards, where danger on the 
road is reduced and a culture is developed where the car is not king. 
 
Significant progress has been made since Greater Manchester’s first Cycling and 
Walking Commissioner, Chris Boardman, was appointed. In his initial report to the 
Greater Manchester Combined Authority, ‘Made to Move’, he detailed the essential 
steps required for the city-region to see a step-change in walking and cycling 



numbers. Following this, Greater Manchester’s local authorities used innovative 
planning techniques to develop the Bee Network plan.  
 
Crucially this involved the people who live, work and travel in Greater Manchester, 
with wide-ranging public consultation to refine and improve the plan. At 1,800 miles 
in length, it will be the country’s largest walking and cycling network, taking 10 years 
to deliver at a total cost of £1.5 billion. Since its publication in 2018, Greater 
Manchester’s local authorities have already developed a pipeline of high-quality 
schemes to be delivered over the next four years, with a value in excess of £500 
million. When delivered, these schemes will enable 420 miles of the Bee Network, 
including 35 miles of Dutch-style cycle lanes. 
 
Evidence shows that Greater Manchester residents want an alternative to driving. 
Market research into customer preferences show that there is suppressed demand 
for active travel, predominantly due to current and perceive ed levels of road danger. 
47% of the Greater Manchester population would cycle more if the conditions were 
better. This includes feeling safer on the road, more cycle routes and easier access 
to bikes. 21% of people said they would walk more if conditions were better, 
including more crossings and better-maintained surfaces. 
 
The Bee Network is the longest planned walking and cycling network in the UK and 
when complete, it will connect every neighbourhood of Greater Manchester. With 
continuous, high-quality provision for walking and cycling, people will have a viable 
and attractive alternative to driving, enabling them to leave the car at home, visit 
friends on foot or ride to the shops. This section describes the innovative way the 
network was planned and – with government’s help – how it will be delivered. 
 
4.2 Castleton Local Centre (Phase 1) – Project timeline, initiation to current day 
 
As a result of the regional vision, each Local Authority within Greater Manchester 
was invited to bid for funding to begin developing schemes that met the BeeNetwork 
criteria. Officers from Rochdale Borough Councils Highways department proposed a 
transformational scheme for the local centre of Castleton, this was intended as a first 
phase of works which would have future links onwards to Rochdale town centre. As 
well as many residential, retail and employment areas along the route.  
 
The Castleton local centre was selected due to the lack of cycling infrastructure on 
part of the key route network, on a section of highway with local strategic 
importance. In addition to this only the basic needs of pedestrians are met and there 
are also existing road safety concerns in the area in regards to motor traffic. The 
current issues faced through Castleton include:  
 

 High traffic volumes with priority for vehicles,  
 Informal on street parking making the area a poor street environment  
 Perceptions of danger for pedestrians and cyclists and acting as a barrier to 

growth. 
 
The general street scene is unattractive and the highway layout has been without 
any significant investment for considerable amount of time.  
 



It is also important to consider that ward profile data contributes to the borough 
scoring as 17th lowest ranked in England of the Index of Multiple Deprivation.  
 
Active Travel schemes are an excellent way to improve these types of issues, safer 
sustainable transport routes will be introduced that will include high specification 
material upgrades. Improved public realm helps create places where local people 
want to be in and spend time, rather than areas of highway being used simply as 
transport corridors. The planned highway improvement scheme that will regenerate 
the road space, footway space whilst introducing fully segregated cycle lanes will 
encourage local trips by active forms of travel.  
 
This will help to reduce the dependency of short car trips, this is an important issue 
for the highway service to tackle borough wide and is a principle that is at the heart 
of the Castleton walking and cycling scheme.  
 
Whilst the scheme is focused around walking, cycling and public realm 
improvements another key scheme objective is traffic management and the aim of 
reducing both the volume and speed of motorists. A series of highway measures to 
reduce speeds have been included within the scheme such as; 
 

 Reduced carriageway widths 
 The introduction of a signalised junction and one upgrade to an existing 

signalised junction 
 Raised junction areas  
 A change in carriageway surfacing to encourage lower speeds at natural 

points of interaction between pedestrian’s cyclists and motorists.  
 
Improvements to the Borough's transport infrastructure are necessary to meet the 
future access and travel choice expectations of local communities and businesses, 
particularly for areas where growth and development is planned. This was another 
important consideration for selecting the Castleton area, there are plans for 
significant housing growth in the area. The external funding which the BeeNetwork 
project could provide will deliver sustainable transport routes for people in local area 
to utilise and to access a mix of residential, employment and retail in the local area.  
 
Improving accessibility and delivering sustainable transport is key to delivering our 
vision for the   borough. It will help to:  
 

 Improve access to jobs, education and training, shopping, health, leisure and 
other essential facilities;  

 Promote economic growth and attract inward investment;  
 Increase prosperity;  
 Increase opportunities for sustainable travel in the borough; and  
 Make the borough a destination of choice. 
 Contribute to climate change targets  

 
The scheme aims to improve accessibility by locating development where good 
access to public transport is available or can be provided, backed by measures to 
reduce the need for travel and effective provision for cyclists, pedestrians and people 
with impaired mobility. The proposed project would be appropriately located to 



minimise the need to travel by car, and the number and length of car trips made to 
access local amenities.  
 
The scheme proposal also aims to introduce infrastructure which satisfy the 
Council’s accessibility hierarchy. This requires transport user needs to be considered 
and addressed in the following priority order: 
 
i. People with impaired mobility and pedestrians; 
ii. Cyclists; 
iii. Public transport (Bus, Heavy and Light Rail) and "clean fuelled" vehicles; 
iv. Taxi, private hire vehicles; 
v. Powered two wheeled vehicles; 
vi. Commercial traffic for local access; 
vii. Shopping, visitors / tourist and off peak traffic; and 
viii. Long stay and peak time commuter traffic. 
 
As part of the bidding invitation for the Castleton scheme all of these key issues and 
objectives were set out, as a result the initial proposed scheme was granted Mayors 
Challenge Fund (MCF) MCF Programme Entry by the Greater Manchester 
Combined Authority (GMCA) on 29 June 2018).  
 
Following this development cost funding totalling £428,500.00 was approved by 
Greater Manchester Combined Authority. This funding has enabled a variety of work 
streams to be undertaken/completed which are essential to Rochdale Borough 
Council submitting and gaining full approval of the associated project Full Business 
Case.   
 
4.3 Project Development 
 
The Highways department took time develop the scheme into a more detailed 
package of work as per the mandatory process set out by scheme funders. The 
scheme was developed with Transport for Greater Manchester as project delivery 
partners and a number of work streams were progressed after programme entry 
status was confirmed, such as: 
 

 Project manager/project controls, scheduling  
 Finance/legal/procurement support     
 Community engagement/comms/consultations/publicity   
 Scheme design      
 Site investigation       
 Specialist consultants       
 Outline & full business case reports       
 Transport for Greater Manchester -Traffic control design  
 Sustainable journeys engagement activity    
 Baseline monitoring and evaluation 

 
Following development of these work streams to sufficient detail (Late 2020) the 
highways department were in a position to plan the first round of public consultation 
on the project development that had been completed to date.  
 
4.4 Public Consultation 



 
Formal consultation was carried out between 19th January 2021 and 15th February. 
Due to the restrictions in place at that time as a result of Covid-19 this 4 week 
consultation period was hosted via an online platform.  
 
The Highways department worked closely with Custom Communication officers from 
Rochdale Borough Council and Transport for Greater Manchester. This was to 
ensure that within challenging times key local stakeholders were still notified and 
able to view scheme proposals, as well as able to provide feedback.  
 
A stakeholder map was produced, including a mix of residential, employment, retail 
and education properties which totalled 6,500 No. Each property within this defined 
stakeholder area received a leaflet raising awareness of the BeeNetwork scheme 
and how they could view consultation material and submit their views. The Table 
below summarises the public feedback received into response categories:  
 

Category No. of Responses  
Loss of Parking/Impact on Businesses  100 
Waste of Funds  175 
Support 49 
Safety Concerns  18 
General Comments  20 
  

TOTAL 362 
 
Loss of Parking/Impact on Businesses 
 
The initial scheme which was consulted on prior to receiving public feedback 
provided one off street car park at Railway approach with 32 spaces.  
 
28% of the comments were concerned that this off street provision was insufficient 
and that this may have a significant negative impact upon residents and businesses 
along the proposed route.  
 
As a result the highways department took time to further develop the scheme and 
include a new 52 space car park on council owned land opposite Nixon Street. In 
addition to this local ward members offered further support to local stakeholder 
concerns by offering the community centre car park spaces as further un-restricted 
car parking for the local centre/residents. The community centre is able to provide 
car parking for up to 80 vehicles.  
 
Waste of Funds 
 
48% of responses were in relation to the funding allocation, this funding has the 
potential to be allocated for delivery via an external funding grant via the 
BeeNetwork. All schemes must have key objectives in regards to walking and cycling 
alongside traffic management and public realm benefits.   
 
The 175 comments submitted in relation to this, specifically suggesting allocating the 
money on maintenance of the existing local highway network in the local centre of 
Castleton. Highway officers have since taken the opporuntity to provide updates, 



making it clear that the proposed project will rebuild all sections of the highway in the 
local centre of Castleton. A key scheme objective is to create significant 
enhancement to the public realm via the introduction of high specification materials.  
 
Road Safety Concerns 
 
As part of consultation the Highways Service received 18 comments in regards to 
road safety. As this report has stated the highways teams has placed a focus on the 
layout of the highway and plans to introduce a range of traffic management methods 
which are aimed at reducing traffic volumes and speeds. These traffic management 
methods will be an added benefit alongside walking, cycling and public realm 
improvements in the area.   
 
General Comments 
 
As part of consultation the Highways Service received 20 general comments were 
received in regards to the proposed scheme, these comments were taken on board 
and considered as part of ongoing project development.  
 
Support 
 
As part of consultation the Highways Service received 49 comments in support of the 
scheme objectives and the benefits it would provide for the local centre of Castleton. 
 
Post Consultation 
 
Following the time taken to refine the scheme proposals based on public feedback 
there was a public meeting at Castleton Community Centre on 25th August 2021 
where these scheme amendments were presented.   
 
An additional meeting at Castleton Community Centre was also arranged on 20th 
September 2021 with key local stakeholders who represented specific areas of 
stakeholder feedback.        
 
The Highways Service has engaged with the general public with fewer than 10% of 
the consultees providing feedback.  
 
The Highways Service has made both changes and new inclusions to a final scheme 
which now has off street parking for all properties fronting Manchester Road within a 
maximum 400m distance; a 400m walking distance which takes a maximum average 
of 4 minutes is considered an acceptable walking distance by the Department for 
Transport.  
 
4.6 Next Steps 
 
The scheme has been developed in line with Rochdale Borough Council and 
Transport for Greater Manchester governance. 
 
Following the update to this Committee, a report will be taken to Cabinet on 14th 
December 2021 where officers will provide details around land acquisition, legal 



agreements and the proposed procurement route and include the associated officer 
recommendations.  
 
This precedes Greater Manchester Combined Authority Board on 07th February 
2022. Subject to approval a delivery agreement will be entered into between the 
parties enabling the drawdown of funds for the delivery of the works ahead of award 
of contract if the project gains necessary approvals at each key governance meeting.   
 
Prior to any approved scheme becoming operational Rochdale Borough Councils 
Highways Service will progress the advertisement of associated Traffic Regulation 
Orders, these will benefit from the additional public consultation.  
 
The Full Business Case will be submitted to Transport for Greater Manchester 
following tenders being returned from the contractors thus reflecting final cost 
estimates, timescales and impacts.  
 
At this time it is envisaged that on this basis works would commence in spring 2022 
and be completed in winter 2022.   
 
The committee should note that there is proposed Phase 2 scheme with programme 
entry status which completes the route to Rochdale town centre. 
 
Alternatives Considered  
 
Throughout the project development process officers from the Highways Service 
have considered a series of design alternatives in terms of the layout of junction 
upgrades, locations of controlled crossing points. Additional scheme benefits have 
been added upon receiving public feedback such as an increase in off street parking, 
shared loading space for businesses and a park area for residents on council owned 
land close to Abbott Street. 
 
Alternative schemes were considered as part of the initial feasibility study from 
highways after receiving the BeeNetwork bid invitation. 
 
Whilst there were many corridors across the Rochdale borough that may have met 
the bid criteria, in the time officers had to develop bid material it was felt that 
Castleton was in need of investment, had poor walking and cycling provisions and 
was in the process of significant housing growth. The sustainable transport scheme 
proposed alongside the walking and cycling, public realm and road safety benefits 
will help to limit the impact of residential development sites. 
 
In future BeeNetwork funding rounds a variety of other areas of the borough will be 
put forward for similar projects.  
 
 

Costs and Budget Summary 
 



5. This project is funded entirely from the GM Mayors Challenge Fund, this is 
administered by Transport for Greater Manchester/Greater Manchester 
Combined Authority.    
 
The Initial programme entry funding for the Castleton Phase 1 project is £1.2 
million. The current budget estimate is £5 million.  
 
Subsequently the council has also been granted £428,500 in development 
costs.  
 
 
 
 
 

 



Risk and Policy Implications 
6.  



The proposed scheme creates no risk to existing council policies, however if 
implemented the key objectives will contribute to the delivery of the following 
policies:  
 
Council Climate Emergency Declaration  
 
In July 2019, Rochdale Borough Council declared a Climate Emergency. 
This means we believe climate change will impact the lives of everybody 
who lives and works in the borough of Rochdale unless we take action. 
 
Climate change affects weather and can cause severe weather events. For 
Rochdale borough, climate change means more periods of water shortages 
and more frequent and intense storms increasing flooding events. 
 
As a council, we have a responsibility to take meaningful action to reduce 
carbon emissions, alongside preparing the borough for the impacts of a 
changing climate 
 
Core Strategy  
 
T1 - Delivering Sustainable Transport  
Improvements to the Borough's transport infrastructure are necessary to 
meet the future access and travel choice expectations of local communities 
and businesses, particularly for areas where growth and development is 
planned. Improvements also need to promote sustainable travel.  
 
We will work with relevant agencies to secure strategic, borough-wide and 
local transport improvements that support our overall spatial strategy. This 
programme of sustainable transport proposals will ensure accessibility for all 
users (prioritising low and non-carbon modes of travel in line with our 
Accessibility Hierarchy) focusing particularly on town centres, economic 
growth corridors and regeneration areas. It will also meet borough 
responsibilities to reduce pollution (NOx and PM10) and climate change 
(CO2) emissions from traffic to meet GM and national targets. 
 
T2 - Improving accessibility  
Development that offers greater access for all forms of travel will assist the 
borough's continuous improvement to becoming more sustainable, healthier, 
greener and prosperous. 
 
Made to Move  
 
To double and then double again cycling in Greater Manchester and make 
walking the natural choice for as many short trips as possible. 

We must do this by putting people first, creating world class streets for 
walking, building one of the world’s best cycle networks, and create a 
genuine culture of cycling and walking. 

 



 

 

Our 15 steps, We must: 

1. Publish a detailed, Greater Manchester-wide walking and cycling 
infrastructure plan in collaboration with districts in 2018. 

2. Establish a ring-fenced, 10 year, £1.5 billion infrastructure fund, starting 
with a short term GM Mayor’s Active Streets Fund to kick-start delivery for 
walking and cycling. With over 700 miles of main corridors connecting 
across Greater Manchester, this is the scale of network we need to aim for. 

3. Develop a new, total highway design guide and sign up to the Global 
Street Design Guide. 

4. Deliver temporary street improvements to trial new schemes for local 
communities. 

5. Ensure all upcoming public realm and infrastructure investments, 
alongside all related policy programmes, have walking and cycling 
integrated at the development stage. 

6. Develop a mechanism to capture and share the value of future health 
benefits derived from changing how we travel. 

7. Work with industry to find alternatives to heavy freight and reduce 
excess lorry and van travel in urban areas. 

8. Partner with schools and local authorities to make cycling and walking 
the first choice for the school run, and take action on traffic and parking 
around schools. 

9. Deliver year on year reductions to the risk per kilometre travelled, by 
establishing a task force to improve safety on roads and junctions. 

10. Call for devolved powers to enforce moving traffic offences, and 
develop strategies for reducing antisocial driving, through public spaces 
protection orders. 

11. Prioritise investment based on the measurement of people movement, 
rather than motor-traffic, and integrate with a new street satisfaction index. 

12. Ensure local communities are engaged and supported in the 
development and use of new infrastructure and programmes. 

13. Deliver greater levels of public access to bikes across Greater 
Manchester, working with the private sector to deliver low cost and 
innovative solutions. 

14. Work with local businesses to help shape our new network and achieve 
a culture-shift on commuting. 



15. Launch our own version of a ‘Summer Streets’ festival, creating low car 
town and city centres to trial street closures on the network. 

 

GM 20-40 Transport Strategy  
 
The Greater Manchester Transport Strategy 2040 sets out Greater 
Manchester’s long-term ambition for transport. 
 
The vision is for Greater Manchester to have ‘World-class connections that 
support long-term sustainable economic growth and access to opportunity 
for all”. 
 
It sets out a strong commitment to provide a transport system which: 
supports sustainable economic growth and the efficient and effective 
movement of people and goods; improves the quality of life for all by being 
integrated, affordable and reliable; protects our environment and supports 
our target to be net zero carbon by 2038 as well as improving air quality; and 
capitalises on new technology and innovation. 
 
Design Guidance 
 
Cycle Infrastructure Design (LTN 1/20) 
Guidance for local authorities on designing high-quality, safe cycle 
infrastructure.  
 
The Manual for Streets 
This provides guidance for practitioners involved in the planning, design, 
provision and approval of new streets, and modifications to existing ones. It 
aims to increase the quality of life through good design which creates more 
people-oriented streets. 
 
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) 
The DMRB is a suite of documents which contains requirements and advice 
relating to works on motorway and all-purpose trunk roads.  
 
 

Consultation 
 
7. Detailed consultation information is included in section 4.4 of this report.  

 
 
Background Papers Place of Inspection 

 
8. Here you should detail any 

background papers –  
and the place of inspection 
(N1Riverside or elsewhere) – Note: will 
insert guidance on what is a 
background paper 

 



For Further Information Contact: Alex Whittaker, , 
alex.whittaker@rochdale.gov.uk 


